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f_QI: The Commissioners

Lt.92p James M. Taylor
Fxecutive Director for Operations

Sub' eA; : TINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT CHANGE PURSUANT TO THE
ANTITRUST POST-OPERATING LICENSE REVIEW OF THE
SEABROOK NUCLEAP STATION, UNIT 1

Purooca: To inform the Commission of a completed staff
action

Diftp_ lip _giLqn: As a result of the proposed merger between Public
Service Company oi' New Hampshire (PSNH) and
Northeast Uti.1itie.s (NU), the New Hampshire Yankee
Division of Public Service Company of New
Hampshire submitted two applications dated
November 13, 1990 requesting the Commission to
amend the Seabrook Nuclear Station, Unit 1
(Seabrook) operating license. Contingent upon
approval of the proposed merger, NU would acquire
PSNH's 35.56942% ownership interest in and
responsibility to operate. Seabrook Two newly
formed companies, North Atlantic Energy
Corporation ;NAEC), the proposed new owner, and
North Atlantic Energy Services Company (NAESCO),
the proposed new operator, would both be wholly
owned subsidiaries ^f NU.

Pursuant to Sectin .t05c of the Atomic Energy Act
of 1954, as amence (Act) and the Commission's
Rules and Regulatio:.m. the staff is required to
cenduct an antitrust operating license review to
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2 determine:whether "significant changes" have>

E occurredLin-the-licensee's activities since the
-construction permit review. The Commission, in
its Summer decision (ll-NRC 817 (1980)),
interpreted its significant change responsibility.'

F and; delegated the authority to make "significant '

change" determinations to the staff.. In Summer,
'the Commission also set forth a definite set of''

criteria the staff must follow in making the
-determinat.on of whether a "significant change"
has occurred.- The. change or changes, n. 1). .

have-occurred since the previous antitrust review
of the: licensee (s); 2) are reasonably attributable
to the licenswe(s); and 3) have antitrust

-

E implications that would likely warrant some
g Commission remedy."

.

Pursuant tc procedures set forth by the Commission
'

in delocating authority to the Director of the
Office-of Nuclear Reactor Regulation and the
Director of:the Office of Nuclear Material Safety
and Safeguards, as appropriate -the Director of
.the Office of Nucleer Reactor Regulation has made. . .

F aEfinding that as a result of the proposed merger,
'

no significant antitrust changes have occurredr

since the operating. license antitrust review of
~

. Seabrook.
.w ,

4:
~ ' ~

The-Director's finding was published in the
'Federrl'Reciatar on February 19, 1992 and provided
for requests for reevaluation of the finding by
March'20, 1992. A request to reevaluate (Request).

'

Ethe Director's finding-was received from counsel<

representing the City of Holyoke Ga0 and Electric
- Department L (HG&E) of the City of Holyoke,
Massachusetts on. March 20, 1992.4

'Although the.Act does not specifically address the-

addition of'new' owners:or operators after the
' initial licensing process, the staff has, in
. analyzing situations where new ownership occurs
after' issuance of an operating license, applied4

~

' standards set'forth by the Commission-in the
h ' Summer proceeding-in order-to determine whether an -

,

antitrust review is required. Against this
,

*
backdrop, the staff has-conducted antitrustt' , ,

'

reviews;o~f operating license amendment requests
that seek to add new' licensees to the license --
the subject'of the instant-reevaluation request.
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AlthoughLthe. actions taken by the staff when faced )with operating. license amendments that:requent the ;

addition of a new owner or placing a non-owner |

operator on a license have been tailored to each Iparticular amendment request, reviews of post-
operating ~ license amendment applications involving
change in licensees have included an antitrust
review by the staff and consultation with the
Attorney General.- The antitrust review by the
staff focuses on significant changes .in the
licensee's activities since tne most recent
antitrust review of the facility in question. The
staff applied these criteria and procedures
established by the Commission for dealing with
"s3gnificant change" determinations in reaching-
its No Significant Change Finding for Seabrook.

The concerns raised by HG&E in its Request were
thoroughly considered by the staff in its initial
evaluation of competitive changes resulting from
the proposed merger between PSNH and NU. The
information provided-by HG&E does not identify any
new competitive concerns or any data that were
overlooked by the staff in its-initial review of
the preposed merger. Consequently, it'is the
dstarmination of the. staff that-the criteria
established by the Commiss4on in Summer to
substantiate a "significant change" have not been
met. Although the proposed change will take place
since the previous. antitrust review and can
reasonably be attributed to the licensee-(Summer
criterion 1 and 2), a Commission remedy would not
be; warranted given the review and merger
conditions approved ty the Federal Encrgy

'
Regulatory-Commissicn.

.

The Commission's Rules and Regulations-
(2.101 (e) ( 3) ) provide for a thirty day period in
which'the Commission can review a reevaluation of
a "significant change" determination. The
Director has determined.that he'will not change
his finding that no "significant change" has
occurred. That finding will become final tnirty
days after being made nnly in the event that thea

. Commission has not_ exercised gna sponte review."

. _ _ . , _ _ _ _ , _ - - . _, _ . _ - .- _
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Coordination: The' finding was concurred in by the Office of the ,

' General' Counsel.

g ~m

1b , / /
4mes aylor,

'ecuti e Director
for Operations

Enclosures:
Directo1's Finding of No

Significant Changes
Director's Reevaluation Finding
HG&E "Requect"
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. . SEABROOK NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT NO. 1

PUBLIC SERVICE-COMPANY OF NEW HAMPSHIP.E, ET AL.
;

FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT ANTITRUST CHANGES

Section 105c(2) of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended,

provides that an application for a license to operate a utilization
,

facility for which a construction permit was issued under section
_

103 shall not undergo an antitrust review unless the Commission |
\

determines that such review is advisable on the ground that
'

significant changes in the licensee's activities or proposed

activities have occurred subsequent to the previous antitrust

review by the Attorney General and the Commission in connection

with the construction permit for the facility. The commission has ,

delegated the authority to make the "significant change"

determination to the Director, Offic,t of Nuclear Reactor

Regulation. ,

t

By application dated November 13, 1990, the Public Service Company

- of New Hampshire (PSNH or licensee), through its New Hampshire

Yankee division, pursuant to 10-CFR 50.90, requested the transfer-

of its 35.56942% ownership interest in the Seabrook Nuclear Power
'

Station, Unit No. 1- (Seabrook) to a newly formed, wholly owned

subsidiary of Northeast Utilities (NU). This newly formed

subsidiary will be called the North Atlantic Energy Corporation

(NAEC). The Seabrook construction permit antitrust review was

completed in 1973 and the. operating license antitrust review of

Seabrook was completed in 1986. The staffs of the Policy

i

n , - - - < - + = - r - ,,--n --c t e ,,
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Development and-Technical Support Branch, Of fice of Nuclear Reactor
i

Regulation and the Office of the General Counsel, hereinafter

-referred 'to as the " staff", have jointly concluded, after

consultation with the Department of Justice, that- the proposed

change in ownership is not a significant change under the criteria

discussed by the Commission in its Summer decisions (CLI-80-28 and

CLI-81-14).
.

On February 28, 1993, the staf f published in the Eqsignal Recisj;pez

(56 Fed. Reg. 8373) receipt of the licensee's request to transfer

its 35.56942% ownership interest in Seabrook to NAEC. This

amendment request ~ is directly related to the proposed merger,

between NU and PSNH. The '1ot ice indicated the reason for the

transf er, stated that there were no anticipated significant saf ety ,

hazards as a result -of the proposed transfer and provided an
.

O opportunity for public connent on any antitrust issues related to

-the proposed. transfer. The staff received comments from several

interested parties all of which have been considered and--

factored into this significant change-finding.
.

The staff reviewed the proposed transfer of PSNH's ownership in the

Seabrook facility to a wholly owned. subsidiary of NU for

significant changes since the last antitrust review of Seabrook,
.

using the criteria discussed by the Commission in its Summer

|
g

/
.
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decisions (CL1-80-28 and CLI-81-14). The staff believes that the

record developed to date in the proceeding at the Federal Energy

Pegulatory Commission (FEFC) involving the proposed NU/PSNH merger

adequately portrays the competitive situation (s) in the markets

served by the Seabrook facility and that any anticompetitive
|

aspects of the proposed changes have been adequately addressed in

the FERC proceeding. Moreover, merger conditions designed to

mitigate possible anticompetitive effects of the proposed merger

have been developed in the FERC proceeding. The staff further

believes that the FERC proceeding addressed the issue of adequately

protecting the interests of competing power systems and the

competitive process in the area served by the Seabrook facility

such that the changes will not have implications that warrant a

Commission remedy. In reaching this conclusion, the staff

considered the structure of the electric utility industry in New

England and adjacent areas and the events relevant to the Seabrook

Nuclear Power Station and Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit 3

construction permit and operating license reviews. For these

reasons, and af ter consultation with the Department of Justice, the

staff recommends that a no affirmative "significant change"

determination be made regarding the proposed change in ownership

detailed in the licensee's amendment application dated November 13,

1991.

. if4

,

.

.
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Based upon the staff analysis, it is my finding that there have

been no "significant changes" in the licensees' activities or

proposed activities since the completion of the previous antitrust

review.

-

Thomas E. Murley, Director
Of fice of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

.
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RIEVALUATION AND AFFIRMATION OF-

'NO SIGNIFICANT CNANGE FINDING PURSUANT TO
SEABROOK NUCLEAR STATION, UNIT 1

ANTITRUST POST-OPERATING LICENSE REVIEV

By letter dated March 20, 1992 (Request), Mr. David J. Bardin,
counsel representing thc city of Holyoke Gas and Electric

Department (HG&E), requested a reevaluation of my finding of no
significant antitrust changes (Finding) pursuant to the

anticipated ownership transfer in the Seabrook Nuclear Station,
Unit 1-(Seabrook) resulting from the proposed merger of Public

Service. Company of New Hampshire (PSNH) and Northeast Utilities

(NU) .- This finding was published in the Federal Reaistgr on
February ~19, 1992 (57 Tederal Register 6048). For the reasons

- set forth below, I have decided not to change cy Seabrook finding
of no significant antitrust changes.'

.

BACKGROUND
1

As-indicated in.the Staff Recommendation, the Nuclear Regulatory

Commission'(NRC or Commission) hat established procedures by

which prospective licensees of nuclear production facilities are

reviewed during the initial licensing process to determine-
whether the applicant's activities will create or maintain a

situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. . Although the

- Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (AEA) does not specifically

. address'the addition of new owners or operators after the initial

licensing process, the NRC staff (staff) has, in analyzing
l'
i

|

- . _ .. .
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,

situations where-new ownership occurs after issuance of an

operating license, applied the standards set forth by the
-Commission in the Sunrer. proceeding in order to determine whether

an antitrust review'is required. South Carolina Electric and Gas
Coreany, (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Station, Unit 1), CLI-80-28

|
|

'll NRC 817 (1980). Against this backdrop, the staff has
|

conducted antitrust reviews of operating license amendment

requests -- the subject of the instant reevaluation request.

Although the hetions taken by the staff, when faced with

operating license amendments that request the addition of a new
I

owner or placing a non-owner operator on a license, have been '

tailored to each particular amendment request, post-operating

-license amendment applications involving change in ownership have

been subjected to a staff review to determine whether there has
.

been a significant change, as well as consultation with the

Attorney General.. The review by the staff focuses on significant

changes in the market (s) in question caused by the proposed

change in ownership since the most recent antitrust review of the

facilityfin question. Where appropriate, the staff review takes-

into account related proceedings and reviews in other federal

agencies.

Provisions for Notice

The staff has adopted a review process for post-operating license

i
_. -_ _ _ _ _ . _ , ~
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changes in plant ownership patterned after the operating license
review associated with initial applicants. Receipt of the

application to add a new owner to the facility after the
operating license has been issued is noticed in the Federal

Reaister with the opportunity extended to the public to express
vic cs relating to any antitrust issues raised by the application.

The notice states that the Director of the Office of Nuclear
' Reactor Regulation (NRR) will issue a finding whether significant

changes in the licensee's activities or proposed activities have

occurred since the completion of the previous antitrust review.
As indicated in the Staff Recommendation, "[t]he staff's-

awareness of any related federal agency reviews of the *equest
(e.g. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Securities and

Exchange Commissien (SEC) , or Department of Justice (DOJ)) and

the staff's intention to consider those related proceedings are.

*

also noted in the Federal Reaister notice." (Staff
Recommendation,;p. 11.) With the benefit of public comment and

consultation with the Department of Justice, the staff makes a-

determination whether the changes in question will require a

further antitrust review-in order to determine whether the

issuance of the license amandment will create or maintain a
1

. situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws. If the Director

of NRR finds a "significant change," the matter is referred to

the Attorney General for a formal antitrust review pursuant to,

Section 105(c) of the AEA. If the Director finds no significant
change, the finding is published in the rederal Reaister with an

|

_ - _ - _ _ _ - _ - - - - - - - - - - - -
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opportunity;for the public to request reconsideration of the

finding.-- g

1
"

i

_ : DISCUSSION.
.

~

l;

-The Commission 1 delegated-its authority-to make:significant change

' findings-torcheLstaff and-in its Summer decision, established a

set'of criteria the-staff must follow in making the determination:

whether a significant change has occurred. The change or

; change (s),-";.. 1);have_ occurred _since the-previous antitrust-

,

' review <of.the licensee (s)';-2)Eare reasonably attributable to'the

: licensee (s); and 3)'have1 antitrust implications that_would likely-

warrantisome. Commission _ remedy." - CLI-80-28 at 824. lLt is~within

dhir framework estab11thed-by the Commission that I made my
~

' init'ialEFinding-of'No Significant AntitrustLChanges on February
,

19',11992 andTit is-within this framework thatLI have analyzedg

_

-HG&E'sirequest2to; reevaluate'myLfinding. ,

,

: Commission-regulations-providingifor public requests for-

: reconsideration oft a: Director's finding ofHno significant-

J antitrust ; changesi (10' CFR .2.101(e) (2 ) ) are intended.to provide

the public the opportunity to present nes data or highlight data

; overlooked by the:: staff ir the deliberative process leading up to-

the Director's finding. Requests-for reevaluation are not

:intandedDtolprovide entities the opportunity to reargue old->

. _

'|'h N

. ;
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arguments or delay the licensing process. The majority of the

issues raised by HG&E in its request for reevaluation Vere not

only raised and addressed by the staff during its initial review
of the amendment application, but also before the FERC and SEC

during reviews of the proposed merger by each of these federal

agencies which also considered the competitive implications of
the merger. The following reflects my reasons for net changing
my initial finding._

FERC Review

HG&E, throughout its Request, expresses concern that the

Co==ission has somehow abrogated its responsibility under the AEA

by relying on the findings of the FERC in its review of the

proposed merger of PSNH and NU. The staff followed the NU-PSNH.

merger proceedings at.the TERC very closely and was aware of the

fact that the review conducted by the FERC staff and testimony

filed by all parties covered the major areas of' concern raised by
the entitles most likely-to be affected by the merger.
Consequently, the FERC review addressed the major areas of

anticompetitive conduct that could have resulted from the

proposed merger. The NRC's significant change review dealt with

concerns arising from the proposed NU-PSNH merger, focusing on

what role the Seabrook facility and attendant transmission

facilities would play in any abuse of market power in the New
England bulk power services market. The FERC review encompassed

-.
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the major areas of anticompetitive effects of the merger -- not
just those resulting from any increase in market power associated

with seabrook and its attendant transmission facilities. i

For

this reason, the staff determined that since the FERC was

considering the areas of major competitive concern of the merger
;

it was not necessary to duplicate a record that had taken more
than a year to develop. The staff reviewed and took into I

:
consideration the FERC decision approving the merger and the

|
i. record developed at FERC as well as the mitigating conditions '

recommended by the.FERC in its Order on Rehearing dated January
29, 1992. The staff determined that the merger conditions

recommended by the FERC adequately mitigated the potential for

abuse of market power by the surviving firm -- notwithstanding

any dispute over anticipated benefits associated with the merger;
even though the efficiencies attributed to the merger are,

important in FERC's section 203 regulatory review, they are not a

necessary component of the NRC's regulatory review mandated by
section 10Sc of the AEA. Section 105c reviews are concerned with

-the use of licenses being issued by the NRC to create or maintain

a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws.

HG&E, at page five and throughout its Request, states that the

NRC has failed to employ-the Department of Justice merger

guidelines or any of the "tradiuicJal antitrust" enforcement.

analytical tools in its analysis of the proposed' merger. The

FERC identified a pre-merger bulk power market in New England
<

. . _
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that if not dominated, is certainly strategically controlled by
relatively few electric power systems. Two of these systems, NU

and PSN!!, primarily through their strategic ownership of

transmission 1 facilities, contro1~the movement of power and_ energy

flowing east-west and north-south into and cut of the region. A

merger resulting in the combination of these two systems could

potentially give birth to a much more powerful utility system
-capable of exercising substantially more market power over its

less well situated competitors than stand alone NU and PSNH. The

record established during the hearing before the FERC

administrative law judge highlighted this pre- and post-merger
scenario. The FERC itself in its Order on Rehearing accepted the
administrative law judge's decision in this regard. The factual

record established before the FERC painted a very bleak picture
! of the possible anticompetitive effects of the proposed merger on; -

the competitive structure of the New England bulk power services
market. The staff considered the FERC findings in thir regard.

But the staff also considered the merger conditions proposed by
the FERC that were designed to mitigata the anticipated control
over strategic-transmission facilities and allocation of short-
term excess capacity that the newly formed NU-PSNH would control.

Although in the abstract, the NRC, relying on-a record developed

at the FERC, has the authority to determine that significant
changes have occurred, warranting a full section 105c antitrust

review, the staff believes that here such a full-scale review,
given the hearing process which has already been developed at the

!

__.
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FERC, would be unnecessary and a less than cost efficient

allocation.of public resources.

|Department of Justice Herger Guidelines

|
|

At pages five and seven of its Request, HG&E asks the NRC to use
'

!

" traditional antitrust enforcement" tools embodied in the '

Department of Justice (DOJ) merger guidelines. HG&E states that

the NRC-finding does not even mention the Clayton Act or the DOJ

merger guidelines. Indeed, the staff did employ traditional

antitrust principles'in its review of the proposed merger. The

structure-conduct-performance paradigm used by industrial

organization analysts to assess the competitive nature-of markets

was employed by the NRC in its assessment of the effects of the

proposed merger upon competition in the bulk power services
.

market in New England. Based upon the record establishet in the

FERC proceeding,.the staff believed, as did the FERC, that an

unconditioned NU-PSNH-merger would substantially increase the'

market power of the surviving utility in bulk power markets,

principally generation and transmission services, which, as

established in the FERC hearings, were highly concentrated prior
~

to the proposed merger. This increased market power in a highly

~ concentrated market increases the potential for competitive abuse
-that could ultimately-affect end users or consumers of electric

,

power in.New England in terms of higher costs. The merger

y conditions established by the FERC will mitigate the ability of

?

|-
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merged NU-PSNH to abuse its newly acquired market power resulting
from the proposed merger. Provisions-for transmission access
have been adopted by the FERC that will enable NU-PSNH

competitors to shop for alternative sources of power and energy
within and outside of the New England bulk power services market.

The staff can see-no reason, in the context of this case, to-
initiate a separate review.

The DoJ merger guidelines attempt to refine the traditional

approach to the structure-conduct-performance approach to
-industrial organization analysis. However, the application of

the DOJ' merger guidelines and the use of the Herfindahl-Hirschman

Index to analyze hori )ntal mergers in regulated markets, such as
the electric utility industry, will usually result in denial of

1 the merger in most cases, without some type of merger conditions,

designed.to mitigate the potential abuse of market power.*

Application of,the DOJ merger guidelines to regulated industries

is probably less reliable than a more direct approach to
assessing the potential for abuse of market power, i.e.,

assessment of market share, contractual arrangements end
strategic or essential facilities.

The DoJ merger guidelines would suggest challenging all mergers*

resulting in an Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI) of above 1800,
i.e, highly concentrated markets. The FERC, in its Opinion No.
364, recognized this as well,.". the calculation of an HHI-. .

or any market concentration measure must be grounded upon an
informed understanding of the. institutional, regulatory and

| structural realities of the markets that are being examined."
(Opinion No.-364, at p. 40, August 9, 1991)

|

|

|

|

L
\

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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Notwithstanding this distinction, it isla matter of record that

the. Department of Justice has participated in'this merger review
at?the. initial stagea of the review.before the FERC and in the !

~NRC' review when-the staff consulted with the bepartment of

-Justice during-formulrtion of its. finding in this proceeding, t

Thus,:the Department of Justice, author of the guidelines,

. participated.in this. natter.

,

NAESCO License Condit!.on

THG&E, at ptge ten of'its' Request, states that the NU subs:idiary,

tNorth-AtlanticEEnergy-Service Company'(NAESCO), which was formed

to:operateLthe Seabrook facility, was formed as a result of NU's-,

. abuse of'its market:powerrand should-be prohibited or annulled by 1
-

. 9- t

the - NRC.- -HG&E's1 concern is:that~NAESCO has no tangible assets

.and(therefore.no ultimate-liability for' mismanagement of the
. ;

,

Seabrookifacility.- HG&E: implies that liability'for any_ - [

mismanagement will ultimately be: borne--by Seabrcok owners that do

; possess; assets, e.g., LNG &E. 'As indicated in the Staff

Recommendation,-at page 34, the staff does not-believe HG&E's' '

concerns pursuant to the "exenipatory clause" in-NAESCO's-
'

? operating. agreement address: areas;of concern that fall within the
B

. jurisdiction of-section:105c. Consequently, this reevaluation
,

. does.notladdress thir issus at any. greater length-than previouslyE

addressed in'the Staff: Rncomrendation.

|
| -.

#
_
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Alproval of the Propored Merger I

The. instant review centers around whether the proposed merger i

between NU and PSNH represents a "significant change" since the :

previous antitrust review of the Seabrook facility. The linchpin I

of the staff. recommendation that the merger does not represent a

significant change warranting a Commission remedy is the set of

nerger conditions adopted by the FERC in its " Order on

Rehearing", dated January 29, 1992 (58 FERC 5 61,070). The

extensive record developed in the FERC proceeding presented data
P ,that indicate that the merger, if unconditioned, would

oignificantly deter competition in the New England bulk power
starvices market. The FERC, in opinion No. 364, affirmed the

administrative law judge's finding, "that an unconditioned merger
, .would likely have serious anticompetitive consequences for New

England." (Opinion No.364, at p.22). Regarding HG&E's request

-for clarification of its proposed conditions, as I indicated in-

my Finding, the staff recorsendation that the proposed merger

between NU and PSNH does not constitute a "significant change" is

based upon the NRC review of the record developed at the FERC

including the approval by the FERC of the merger conditions set

forth in~its January 29, 1992 Opinion On Rehearing.

My Finding indicated that, given the merger conditions

recommended by the FERC, the proposed merger does not represent a

"significant change" since the previous antitrust review. The

.
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determination whether to approve the change in ownership'of theD
-

'\ [

;Seabrook facility is contingent upon the staff's determination
^

5that all other applicable; requirements have been met.-

CONCLUSION.

HG&E-requested that 11 reverse my Finding that no significant

. antitrust changes have' occurred since the previous antitrust

review of-the Seabrook-facility.- HG&E has presented-no new data j
i

or cited any data that was overlooked in my Finding. For the i-

reasons stated-above,-I have decided not to change-my Finding of

No Significant?-Antitrust-Changes pursuant-to the-anticipated-

change in ownership-and operation of the Seabrook Nuclear

-Station, UnitEl that would result from the proposed nerger-

1

obetween NU and'PSNH.,

- -

,

Thomas E.-Murley, Director-
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

c.
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hiarch 20, lW2

VIA HAND DELWERY

Thomas E. Murley, Director
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission

- Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Public Senice Company of New Hampshire, Docket No.50 443A
CITY OF HOLYOKE GAS & ELECTRIC DEPARTMENT
REQl'EST FOR REEVALUATION OF vlNDING OF NO
SIGNIFICANT CIMNGES REGQDLNr (TRt'ST ISSL'ES

Dear Mr. Murley:

The City of Holyoke Gas & Elcetric Department ("HG&E"). in

accordance with the " Notice of No Cignificant Antitrust Changes and Time for filing

Requests for Reevaluation' (" Notice").1 hereby requests reevaluation of the Notiec

tinding that no 'significant changes" in the activities s te licensce, Public Senice

Company of Nes .iampshire ('PSNH'), would result from: (a) the proposed trarister
103o Contwaxus Aeenue. NT

*ahnem oc 2ms339 of PSNTfs ownership interest in the Seabmok Nucleat Power Stanon, -Unit 1

Tekpbr 202w.60co ("Seabmok"). to Nonh Atlantic Energy Girporation ("NAEC"); and (b) the propmed
case, em

Tef g6:2 transfer of operating responsibility and management of Seabrook f rom Newk t

Faaurule 202/857 6395
Hampshire Yankee to North Atlantic Energ, Senice Company ("NAESCO")4

,

1soooT = cr- = Dnve - The Notice, which was published in 57 Fed Reg M48 on Feb.19, IW2. adopts
vara . Veg n . m s2 2733 the position proposed in the ' Staff Recommeridation. No Post OL Signiticant

Antitrust Changes." issued in this proceeding and dated August IW1 ('Statf
747s nm,=n Ae==

Recommendation").
r*hda. MeL.ad 20s1+3413

; HGkE herein addrenes issues pertinent to the Notiec relating both to the
*5j transfer of ownership and the transfer of operational responsibility. As de nbe 1, ,

- AreNIFon Laope /
Budopeu. Hunpry - p,{ j f 9 Q

9203250100 920320
% I0

PDR ADOCK 05000443 '

N PDR
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Both NAEC and NAESCO are wholly-owned subsidiaries of Northeast Utilities

('hv).

'Ihis Request addresses issues relating to the Notice's finding of no

significant antitrust impact. Nonetheless, HG&E expects that the Nuclear

Regulatory Commission (" Commission'), in accordance with its statutory obligations.

will not grant either the ownership transfer application or the operation transfer

application until the Commission has fully analyzed all of the implications of PSNH's

proposals that NU, through its wholly-owned subsidiaries, operate and partially own

Seabrook, including consideration of SVs experiences and expertise in operating

multiple nuclear units.

The Cornmission's Antitrust Standant underthe Atomic Enerry Act and
the Notice's Deferral to FERC of Antitrust Analvsis and Conditions

The Staff Recommendation acknowledges the arguments raised by

HG&E and the Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company

('MMWEC')! hat the standard of review for mergers under the Ator..ic Energy Actt

is different and broader than the FERC and SEC readings of their own statutory

3(... continued)
in the testimony of Roger Allen submitted by HG&E to the Commission, HG&E
relics on nuclear units for well over two-thirds of its energy supply, For example.
73Fc of HG&E's 1989 energy supply came from the Pt. Lepreau, Pilgrim 1.
Vermont Yankee, Maine Yankee and Millstone 3 units. Today. HG&E also
relies on Seabrook. As HG&E explained in its Comments (filed Apnl 1.1991
and June 13,1992) HG&E is dependent entirely on transmission by others,
notably including NU and PSNH, for access to these nuclear units, both currently
and for the foreseeable future,

f HG&E is a member of MMWEC.
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antitrust standards under the Federal Power Act and Public Utility Holding Company

Act, respectively! Neither the Notice, nor the Staff Recommendation, responds to

these arguments, however. !

Under the Commission's Summer decisionJ a 'significant change"

occurred if the change has " anti trust implications that would most likely warrant

some Commission remedy.'f The Notice concludes that no 'signi6 cant change"

would occur because the FERC conditions wili * adequately * protect competition.

i Staff Recommendation at 3132 & 36. HG&E does not concede that the
FERC and SEC are correctly reading their statutory responsibilities. HO&E
merely points out that those agencies are not exercising as broad a responsibility
as this Commission bears, ne Commission's standard of review is broader than
the FERC's reading of its own standard in at least three ways: (1) The Atomic
Energy Act does not allow the Commission to " balance * other 'public interest"
factors against the competitive harm of the merger; (2) the Commission may
impose conditions 'in anticipation of situations which would not,ifleft to fruition.
in fact violate any anti-trust law' (Alabama Power Co. v. N R.C.,692 F.2d at
1368); and (3) the Commission must look not only at the antitrust laws
themselves, but also at the 'policie clearly underlying these laws? M. The SEC's
reading of its standard is under judicial review as regards the proposed NU/PSNH
merger. Cirv of Holvoke Gas &_Flectric Dent.. et al. v. S E.C., Nos. 91 1001, a
at (D.C. Cir., argued Nov. 14, 1991).

1 South Carolina Electric and Gas Co. and South Carolina Public Sersite
Authority, (Virgil C. Summer Nuclear Staton, Unit 1), CLI-81 14,13 NRC 862

4 (1981). The Summer decision must be read in light of the 1982 Court of Appeals
3 ruling in Alabama Power Co. v. N.R C..which stated that Congress intended
( NRC antitrust review to be a " broad inquiry to prevent infringement on the

antitrust laws in the nuclear power field.. . Here again, a traditional antitrust
enforcement scheme is not envisioned, and a wider one is put in place * 692 F.2d
1362,1368 (11th Cir.1982), reh. denied 698 F.2d 1238 (1983), cert. denied 464
U.S. 816 (1983),

i Staff Recommendation at 11-12. The Staff Recommendation concludes that
the'other two Summer criteria .- that th: changes occurred since the previous
antitrust review of the licensee, and that the change is attributable to the licensee
- are met by the proposed acquisition. M. at 42.

.
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Notice at 3. Given that the FERC only invoked conditions sufficient to satisfy its

narrower antitrust standard (as the FERC conceives it),it does not follow that such

conditiona are sufficient to satisfy the Commission's broader and more definitive

antitrust responsibility.I Although the Notice claims that "the Staff considered the

structure of the electric utility industry in New England and adjacent areas,' there

is little, if any, analysis of the industry's pre or post merger structure in the Staff

Recommendation. Notice at 4. Moreover, neither the Notice nor the Staff

Recommendation includes any analysis of the adequacy of FERC. imposed conditiens

t
to resolve anticompetitive impacts under the Atomic Energy Act)

_.

2'' Moreover, reliance on FERC to cure any anticompetitive terms of future
transmission contracts with ST/PSNH in a future unspecified tariff proceeding
not only ignores the Commission's statutory responsibility to 'take a forward look
toward potential an:icompetitive results* (AghAaga Power Co. v. N R.C,692 F.2d
at 1368), but also prosides no remedy if HO&E is unable to obtain a trar...nission
contract with NU. Staff Recommendation at 38-39.

i As support for its conclusion that " actions taken by the FERC adequately
address HO&E's concerns over abuse of hVs post merger market power," the
Notice relics, in part, on the FERC Administrative Law Judge's ("A1.T) proposed
requirement that NU establish an" ombudsman." Notice at 39; Initial Decision at
48-49,53 FERC 163,020 (Dec. 20.1990). The ombudsman would ' review SVs
service and eliminate the possibility of any unticompetitive consequences resulting
from bVs substantial market power in transmission and surplus power in the
New England market.* Id. However, the FERC deleted 1his condition in its
Opinion No. 364 at 104,56 FERC 161269 (Aug. 9,1991). Moreover, the Notice
ignores the subsequent FERC order on rehearing, Opinion No. 364 A. 58 FERC
161,070 (Jan. 29,1992).which is itself the subject of a pending request for
rehearing (scheduled to be considered by the FERC at its March 25,1992 agenda
meeting).
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The Clayton Act and Dersartmentof Justin Mercer Guidfl!DI.i
.

Neither the No. ice, nor the Staff Recommendation upon which the

Notice is based, employs any of the analytical tools contained in the Department of

Justice's (* DOT) Merger Guidelines. The Merger Guidelines, published at 49 Fed.

Reg. 26823 (1984), are the DOJ's enforcement policy for m:rgers and acquisitions

subject to Section 7 of the Clayton Act,15 U.S.C. I 18. or Section 1 of the Shennan

Act,15 U.S.C. s 1. Nonetheless, neither the Notice nor the Staff Recommendation

even so much as mentions the Clayton Act or the Merger Guidelines.

Although the Cornmission's antitrust inquiry must be " broader" than that

conducted by other agencies, the ' traditional antitrust enforcement scheme,' which

is based upon Clayton Act principles, is a necessary star *ing point for the

Commission's review into acquisitions invoMng nuclear units.2 he failure to-

analyze the proposed acquisition in light of those principles, which the Merst

Guidelines explain,isinconsistent with the Commist. ion's statutory responsibility. By

deferring any antitrust analysir of the merger to the FERC, the Notice merely

compounds the problem since the FERC's analysis also refused to follow the Merger

Guidebnes. Opinion 3M at 18. Indeed, the FERC erroneously views the Merger

Guidelines as * hostile * to mergers, and assumes that the Merger Guidelines treat

| . mergers as 'presamptively harmful.* S_e.e Opinion 3M-A at 5.,

! Alabama Power Co. v. N.R.C. 692 F.2d at 1364,1368 ("The antitrust laws
incorporated in Section 105(c)(5) jof the Atomic Energy Act) are the Sherman,

| Act; the Wilson Tariff Act; the Clayton Act; and the Federal Trade Commission
Act." (citations omitted)).

f

.-_ _
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HG&E and others presented esidence to the Commisuon that the

propavd at a sition would be ariticompetitised. Th( FERC attirmed the findings

of a. own AU that 'the merger would have anticompetitive impacts by ghing tSe

merged company vnt competitive strength in selling and transmitting bulk power in

New England....' initia! Decistoa at 15; Opinion 3M at 40-44. However, the FERC

misanalyzed NVs cl Aim that the merger would prod" > tfgnificant bene fits, and ruled

that su:h alleged * synergies * (or *cificiencies*p eculd oi.._ part of thc anticompetitive ,_

hann that the merger would cause. Opinion 364 at 45.

The Merg ' Guidelines specify the conditions under which DOJ will

consent to a merger, which it might othe; wise challenge, on the ground that the

merger would produce 'significant net etticienr.ict" or sasings Section 3.5 of the

Merger Guidelines,49 Fed Reg.26S34, prescribes that the cinciencies defense is not

applicable *if equivalent or comparaole savings can teasonably be acht:ved by the

parties throug,h other means.* 14 Dopite the unambiguous language of the Merger
-

Guidelines, and the logic of the Clayton Act, the FERC approved the mer . : based.e.

in significant part, on SVs clairn of efficiencies without considering other parties'

showings that the claimed savings could be achievec; .-ithout the merger. Opinion

364 at 16-19.

As discussed in the 'eetion below, the Commissiu. is in a uniqu: position

to d:termine whether many of NVs claimed sasings are refstic, and if they art.
>

whether they could be achies. without the merger The Director shou!d closely

-_ ._

E Sn a. Direct Testimony of Dr. Roben J. Reynolds, former senior
economist with the DOJ Antitrust Dimion, filed by HG&E on April 1,1991

- _ _ _ - - _ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _
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examine the antitn st implications of the proposed acquisition using the principles

embodied in the Clayton Act and the Merger Ou.delines. includmg specifically the
r ;

l Dors standard for applying the efficiencies defense to rnergers.

b'lt's Clairryd $327 Mijllon in SmMpIL. frotti .. 1:mdtpt N ud e.a_t
{

HEttsflons

ne Staff Recommendation telles on the FERC and SEC decisions

approving the merejr, but those decisions were based. in part, on bVs claim that

its superior radear operating record and multi unit efficiencies would produce some

$52'' million in savings the bulk of the benefits from the proposed merger as

estimated by bT. De SEC decision, for example, accepted SVs claims at f ace

value:

With the acquisition of PSN11, the Northeast.PSN11 system will become
the lead owner of Seabrook. Northeast expects that its multi unit
operation experience and expenise will benctit Seabrook operations and
permit cost reduction.e of PSNil's power generation costs by
approxirnately $188 million on a cumulative nei present <alue basil.
De savings to CL&P and other Joint Owucts are projected to be more
than $21 million and $318 million, respectively. .

SEC Order at 51 n. 84,47 S.E.C. Docket 1887 (Dec. 21,1990). Ett she id at 62 63.

The FERC A1)likewise accepted bVs claim that hundreds of m!' lions of dollars

of savings would result from *hVs proven record of excellence in managing and

operating four nuclear generating facilities * and from hVs ' management techniques *

and efficiencies in operating multiple nuclear units. Initial Decision at 911. De

FERC * summarily affirmed' the Ms finding that the merger would ' provide

substantial savings related to Seabrook O&M, administrative and general costs and

certain other expenses.* FERC Opinion 364 at 4445 Based upon a balancing of

_ -. _ . . _ _ .
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these savings (which constituted most of NU's claimed savings), the FERC and the

SEC both apt' roved the merger even though both concluded that the rnerger, as

propsed, was anticomytitive.

The Commission is in a beau grJdon than were the FERC and the

SEC to judge NU's claims of effectiveness and effidency in operating nbclear units.

This Commission has data, experience and expertise necessary to make an informed

determination. Accordingly,the Commission should examine SVs claimed savings

from multi unit nuclear operations for itself, ard noi rely upon * findings * by the

FERC and the SEC.

Unless the Commission is prepared to endorse NU's claimed *recorc -I

excellence * in opera:ing nuclear unitt, the Commission can nei rely on the FERC

and SEC decisions. hforeover, those agencies balanced claimed savings due to hVs

supposedly u.Jgue 'excellenec* against acknowledged anticompetitive harm from the

merger; but such balancing would transgress the standard of the Atomic Energy Act.

If the Commission endorses SVs "cxcellence,' the Commission must thea decide

whether Seabrook could achieve equivalent cost savings by means cther than NU's

proposed acquisition.

FU's Separation of Seabrook Otwr3 tion from Ownership and
heulpation of LinHlity for Own Nr.glig.ence and Recklessness

The Staff Recommendation discusses the concern, raised by hihfWEC, ,

that NU is separating the operation and owTiership responsibilities for Seabrook by

creating two wholly owned subsidiaries, NAESCO and NAEC, to operate and to own

PSSWs interest in the unit, tespectively. The Staff Recommendation dismisses this

-_ _ . _ _ __ _ _ _. _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - - . , _ ._ _
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concern as ' contractual, not competitive * in nature and therefore not a factor to be

considered by the Commission. Staff Recommendation at 33 34.

The StFf Recernmendation fails to discuss (let alone analyze) two

additional facts raised in MMWEC's Comments, however. Other than P5NH's

Seabrook interest (which is to be held by NAEC), neither NAEC not NAESCO ;

possesses any assets whatsoever. As such, the two subsidiaries are essentially shell
'

corporatio.u whose primary purpose is to insulate NU from any liability as a iesult
<

ofits operation or ownership of Seabrook. MMWEC April 1,1991 Comments at 3-

6.

To add yet another layer of insulatio! NT bestowed favors using its

control over the New England transmission market to obtain consent from two other
.

utilities (constituting, together wi:h NU, a majority of the Seabrook ownership

shares) for an exculpatory clause that seeks to frer NU from any liability connected

to its acquisition of Seabrook, other than liabillry for willful misconduct u The

exculpatory clause purportedly would free NAESCO and its affiliates not only from

harm caused by their own negligence, but also from responsibility for third party

claims against MMWEC, or MhnVEC members, such as HG&E, contracting for a

share of Seabrook, for any harm related to Seabrook. 'lus, NU is attempting to

place operating responsibility for Seabrook in an asset less corporation through rn

,

2 NAEC exculpatory clause is different from the prior PSNH exculpatory clause
emanating from the Seabrook Joint Ownership Agreement because NAEC. unlike
PShH, has no assets that would be at risk if NAEC was deemed negligent or
reckless.

.

. . ...w . .m_ - - + % - , _m. - _ . , , . r-.,
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improper use of hVs rnarket pwer that should be prohibited by the Commission.

Id.
'

he Notice's attempt to brush this issue away on the ground that it is

' contractual.not competitive * misses the pint. De feet that anticompetitive market

power is exercised by imposing discriminatory or unconscionable contract terms does

not excuse the anticompetitive nature of the action. He Commission is the agency

which has the statutory obligation to address such anticornpetitive issues where they

invoke the licensing of ownership and operation of nuclear power units.

Moreover,it is not sufficient to rely upon the FERC to resolve this issue.

FERC did not address (and was not asked to address) these anti competitive aspects

of hVs ownership and operation of Seabrook because the exculpation clause was

adopted in July 1990, after written testimony had already been filed and discosery

completed at the FERC.

Nor is it sufficient for the Commission to rely upon its impsition of a

license condition barring NAFSCO from marketing or brokering of Seabrook power

or energy to somehow remedy this problem. Sg Staff Recommendation at 34.

Barring NAESCO from marketing and brokering power has no relevance to the issue

of how to mitigate or prevent hVs exercise of market power in insulating itt:lf from

liability for its own negligenx in operating Seabrook.

Rather than avoiding the issue, the Director should examine the July 19.

1990 exculpatory agreement directly, both to determine its anticompetitive impact

and as evidence of hVs use of anticomperitive market power in obtaining the

agreement.,

!
,

i

y , - - - ,, -- r i, r . . - . - ,.-
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Commission Au.1hority to.fandition Licenu Trs,n[g
1

The Staff Recommendation concludes at pages 39-40 that: ;
!

Ft.rthermore, there is no basis for the staff unilaterally to
impose conditions on the transfer of the license prosiding
far a life of service transmission centract,

it is unclear whether the Staff Recommendation means the Cammission lacks the

legal authority or a factual basis for denying HG&E's proposed condition. If the

Staff Recomnendation means that HG&E has not shown that there is in fact an

anticompetitive problem that ticeds to be ternedied, then the Staff Recommendation

fails to explain how it resolves HG&E's contentions expressed in documents that

HG&E has submitted in this proceeding, including the direct testirnony of three

HG&E witnesses, the HG&E briefs on and opposing exceptions to the FERC AU's

IrJnl Decision, HG&E's Motion for oral argument before FERC, ai d HG&E's,

<

Comments and Reply Comments to this Comrnission that the FERL merger

conditions are not adequate to mitigate the anticompetitive impacts of the mergen

on HG&E. HG&E attadas hereto (for the convenience of the readei) its June 13.

1991 Comnents discussing, in part, how the merger will expand NITS ability and

incentive to engage in antico.npetitive conduct against HO&E (see pages 3 6 of the

Comments) and why the NU New Hampshire Corridor Plan, relied upon in the

Notice without analysis of the Plan's ability to mitigate effectively actual

anticompetitive harm caused by the merger,is inadequate to protect HG&E against

such anticompetit;ve conduct (see pages 7 9 of the Comments).

_ _ _ ___. __ -_ _ _ . _ . , _ _
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If the Staff Recerninendation means that the Commission lacks a legal

basis to impose transmission access conditions, thea the Notice misstates the

Commission's authority. Section 105(c)(5) states that the Cornmission has the

authority "to issue a license with such conditions as it deems appropriate.* The

Cemmission has prniously exercised this authority to impose a condition on the

issuance of an operating license mandating that the licensee provide transmission

access over its facilities for ne use of cenain tmaller electric cooperatives. That

decision w.ts affirmed on appeal by the U.S. Coun of Appeals for the lith Circuit:

...the approach cf Congress reflects the uniqueness oflegislative control
over nuclear development. Congress determined the need for great
expenise and wide powers. Both the responsibihn and authority wer:
granted to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. The imposition of
ownership cond tions along with conditions orovidmL or access tof
Aiabama Powt[s trag}Jnission facilities is not an abuse of nar bc.i. cad
that_g_elecated discretion, We AFFIRM the remedv.

Alabams Power Co. v. N.R fz,692 T.2d at 1369 70 (emphau added).

Reauest for Clarification Etgardine Conditignilrprnsed by Commm,ien

The Staff Recommendation states that 'the staff recommends denpng

in pan and approvmg in pan * HO&E's proposed conditions. Staff Recommendation

at 37. There is no reference to HG&E's proposed conditions in the Notice. HG&E

requests that the Director clarify whether the Commission is adopting HG&E's

proposed condition that Commission approval be made contingent upon NU and

k
PSNH satisfying all of the conditions imposed by the SEC and FERU, Eee I.y&E

,

April 1,1991 Comments at 910.
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If the Coinmission has adopted ilG&E's proposed condition, then
!

IIG&E expects that the condition will apply to any additional conditions that may j

be impased on NU or PSNil in the future by either the FERC or the SEL as a

result of agency reconsideration, remand from judicial review, or otherwise.11G&E

re luests that the Director indicate if IIG&E's understanding is not correct.

Conclusion

Wi!EREFORE, for the reasons stated above,liGkE requests that the

Director reevaluate the Notice's finding of no significant antitrust changes ar.1 after
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reevaluation, reverse the flading and initiate a formal antitrust review of the

proposed transfers of PSNH's ownership and operating licenses.

Respectfully submitted,
A

b'~ AI(
David J. Bardin
Eugene J. Melgher
Steven R. Miles ,

Arent Fox Kintner Plotkin & Kahn
1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 5339
(202) 857 6089

Attorneys for the City of IIolyoke
Gas & Electric Department

ec: An ..ony T. Gody, Chicf. Policy r "'opment and Technical
Support Branch, NRC On.cc of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

Gordon Edison, Senior Project Manager, Project Directorate
13. Division of Reactor Projects 1/ll, NRr office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation

Joseph Rutberg, Esq., NRC Deputy Assistant Ger,aal Counsel
Thomas T. Martin, NRC Regional Administrator, Region 1
Noel Dudley, NRC Senior Resident inspector
George L Iverson, Director Office of Emergency Mantgement
NRC Document Control Desk
Ted C. Feigenbaum, President and Ch.cf Executive Officer,

New Hampshire Yanke: Division of PSNH
John A. Ritscher Esq.
Douglas G. Green. Esq., Newrnan & Holtzinger P.C.
Alan J, Roth, Esq., Spiege' ': McDiarrnid
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Dand J, Budm !
was'+0" VIA MAND DE1JVERY i

Anthony T. Gody Chief
Policy Development and Technical Support Dranch ,

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation i

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission ;

Washington, D.C. 20555

Re: Public Service Company of New Hamp4 hire Docket No. 50 443 ;
'

REPLY OF CrrY OP H OLYOKE GAS & ElECTRJC DEPARTMENT
ITO 'n!E REEPONSE OF CONNEC'nCUT IJGitT & IOWER

COMPANY AND PUH1JC SERVICE COMPANY OF NEW |

HAMPSHIRE REGANDING AN11TRURT IEEUIE
;

Dear Mr. Gody:
,

The City of Holyoke Gas & Electric Department (*HG&E1 hereby

replies to the rerponse of Connecticut Light & l'ower Company (*CL&P11#

and Public Servien Company of New Hampshire (*PSNH*) (collectively.

" Applicants") filed in the above referenced proceeding on April 22.1991,

concerning antitrust issues (* Response *). For the reasons stated below. >

,
F

the Commluien should find that the proposed transfer of PSNH's interest

in Seabrook Station. Unit 1, to NU constitutes a *significant change" and,

after formal review by the Attorney General, deny the proposed transfer

on the grounds that approval would create or maintain a situation incon-

oso m w.a ==. hv ~sistent with ar.titrust laws and policies.' In the alternative, the Commis. -

. E nahsacen,DC 200364339

cion should condition Its approval of the transfer upon NU and PSNH
- Telephees 202/sA14000
'

c.u. m ox fulfilling the operational and structural cenditions stated on pages 910 of
Teles TVs926'2'

2 HG&E's Comments filed Aprill,-1991,in this proceeding 'Diose conditions t

represent the minimum lovel of protection adequate to safeguard HG&E
,

.g
_

from competitive hduty resulting from the merger and the license transfer,:

'

sahe de.wynad 2tm4m - -

3,/ - CL&P is a wholly-owned affiliate of Northeast Utilities (*NU1..

s000 Towers Cmassa Dna
% iemaa. Vapaa 221:2 2?M r

. hf
-

_
.

, g --_y.~, ,m .~. .rm..w, g,,.#,-.p., , . . ,,e .,,-1, ,.n.,.,my .._._,..dm,_,.,,,.,,u...,.....,__._,.m...m.m,, .
'
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L PSNH's Trahafer of its Seabroch Lloense to NU Constitutes a
*Significant Change,' Requiring Review by the Commission and the .l

iAttorney General of the Antloompetitive impacts of the Transfer

Applicants contend that past and future conduct in bulk power

markets is irrelevant to the Commission's review under Section 105c of the ;

1:omic Energy Act (*AE.A*),42 U.S.C. 62135(c), and therefore the transfer

of PSNH's Seabrook license to NU lacks 'any connection * to the .

|

anticompetitive control which the merged firm will wield over wholesale ,

sales of generation and transmission capacity. Response at 18. Although

nesus is un important element in the Commission's analysis, Applicants

apply the wrong legal ' Atandard arid attempt to brush aside - facts

!demonstrating the relationship between the transfer of PSNH's Seabrook
!
'licerne and the anticompetitive situation that results,

'

- In support of their contention that bulk power activities are

irrelevant to the Commission's responsibilities under Section 105c, - i
-/

Appliccts rely upon a 1973 dechslon of the Atomic Energy CommissiorE. ,

App!! cants,' however, ignere the 1982 ruling of the United States Court of

Appeals in Alabsma Dower Co. v. N.H.C.,692 F.2d 1362 (11th Cir.1982),
- -

.
. . ,

cert. dan,1,ed 864 U.S. 816 (1983h In its' decision (at pages 1367 68), the

Court of Appeals affirmed the Cornmission's imposition of conditions on a
.

,

utility's nuclear license . designed to remedy the utility's past and,

prospective anticompetitive actions .. including anticompetitive wholesale

power sales not involving nuclear power (emphasis addedho

-|Applicantl contendisli that the NRC overstepped its authority In i
lookinc past the direct effects of the nucle _ar plant on the present;or s

. prospective competitive situation, and in considering actions of
t'

2/. Louisiana Power and Light Co., 6 A.E.C. 619 (1973) ("Waterford II").

.

Ny w ..r. W g <,ci, ~ n y y .q ,~~ ..w..%,.mv.yr..._.ye.. . ,,._.,y -. .,_m 3., ..,_w-.- g__.~wm [+.., 3-~_v g.y+,, w, -
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Alabama Power which preceded the license application by many years.-

We tio not agree with this argument.

....The amount of market power held by the applicant and the
ways it has been used are relevant inquiries in determining whether
there is a ' situation' to maintain, and whether issuing this license
will maintain it. De statute clearly calla for a broad inquiry and
common sense does not allow interpretations to the contrary.

De Commission's Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board similarly

imposed conditions upon a utility's operating license for a nue' 2ar power

plant for the pu. pose, in part, of remedying the licensee's anticompetitive

actions in denying transmission service to smaller utilities in Consumers

Power Co., Nuclear Reg. Rep. (CCH) 1 30,263 (1077). The Appeal Board

ruled that an antitrust inquiry under Section 105c required consideration

not only of the licensee's actions, but of the structural context of the

rnarket as well. he proper test for nexus, the Appeal Board ruled, was

whether award of the license would be " intertwined with" or would

/ 'exacerbatell' an anticompetitive situation. ld. at p. 28,368 28,371.3/
_

%cre can be little questior that the transfer of PShTs share of

Seabrook to hT will exacerbate the anticompetitive attuation between h*U

and HG&E. -IIG&E is dependent on purchased power frcm nther entitics.

By combining PShYs share af Seabrook with hVs existing share, the

merger will reduce the number of competitors selling exces ges.cration

capetty. ne merged company, with its control over the Seabrook excess

generation c.apacity (which hT has been trying to and continues to try to

al Even the Commission's decisions in Waterford I and D, cited by

Applicants, recognir.e that a proper nexus between ant competitive actions
and * activities under the license' *would not be limited to construction and
operation * of the nuclear power plant. Loutsinpa Power and Light Co., 6
A.E.C. 48 (1973) ("Waterford I").

- - - .__ _ - . _ _ .,
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market throughout New England),i/ will possess the capability to limit

access to and dictate terms for generation capacity.
.

Moreover, che merger will give NU control oser the transmission

lines neec'ed to import power from outside New England Currently, over

36% of HG&E's totsJ energy supply is purchased from t. competing nuclear

power plant in Canada via transmission by PSNH. NU can be erpected, if

its acquisition of PSNH's Seabrook capacity is approved, to restrict that

transmission capacity in order to increase its own control over the

wholesale generation market in New England r.nd, therefore, expand its

ability to force other utilities to purchase its excess Seabrook power.E'

if Applicants implicitly acknowledge in their Response (at 17) that
Seabrook ' contributes" to Applicants' excess geherating capacity, though
they characterize this surplus as ' temporary.'

5/ Appliennts claim that HG&E declined to accept an invitation by the
FERC ALJ to produce Dr. Rey nolds for questioning at the hearing.
Response at 2122 n.12. As the transcript of the FERC hearing evidences,'
however, NU's counsel on at least one occasion argued strongly that
Dr. Reynolds not be allowed to appear cince NU waived cross examination
of him:

MR. PFUNDER | Counsel for Montaup Elec. Co., joint sponsor of Dr.
Reynolds' testimony with HGAE and other parties): Dr. Reynolds in
the expert economist for a number of parties. He is our key witness
on anticompetitive effects. He is bere in Washington.... We want to
make him available here so he is available for you (the Presiding
Judgel to question him.

,

MR. hI/AX (Counsel for NU): Your Honor, the problem |with allowing
Dr. Reynolds to appearl is as to whether we are going to parade
through this hearing room witnesees whom the company and/or the
supporting Interveners have concluded they do not want to have any
crosa-examination of.... As of today, we are 40% of the way through
the hearing.

PRESIDING JUDGE: Tve heard enough.... Do you want these people
to come in here, even though the company (NU) says they don't want
to cross them?

(continued...)
l
l
,

I

| .

_ , . - -_ - -
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As the testimony of Messrs. Leary and Allen demonstrates (copies of
,

which were lodged with the Commluion with HG&E's Comments), NU

repeatedly has attempted to inflict competitive injury on HG&E in order to ,

I

benefit hVs affiliate. Holyoke Water Power Company (*HWP"), in its retail

competition with HG&E.5/ NU does not deny that it provides wholesale

generation and transmission capacity both to its affiliate, HWP, and to

HG&E. " Bis relationship creates an inherent incentive and opportunity to

disadvantage llG&E, both presently and in the future.

Given the past history of hVs anticompetitive conduct against HG&E,

the undeniable incentive for NU to continue to injure HG&E in the future,

and the increased ability for NU to engage in such anticompetitive conduct

h/t... continued)
MR. PFUNDER: The issue is wh ther the ccmpany should be allowed
to, by waiving cros.s examinatica of a key witness like Dr. Reynolds,
to abort the opportunity for you to question Dr. Reynolds.

?

PRESb!NG JUDGE: ....Do not waste anybody's time bringing anybody
in here whom you know is not going to be cross examined. Let's
structure the schedule that way.

Tr. 3218, 3223 225. In addition, Applicants neither supply not quote the
pages of Prof. Hay's testimony that they clcim *devastatie)* Dr. Reynolds'
testimony. HG&E, which supplied this Commiuion with a complete copy of
Dr. Reynolds' testimony on April 1,1991, would be willing to provide
copies of Dr. Hay's prefiled and cross examination testimony if desired by
the Commission.' Applicants' self congratulatory apertions do nothing
more than point out the factual controversy regarding the anticompetitive
impact of the license transfer and merger which this Commission needs to
resolve, either through analysis of the FERC recond or otherwise.

$/ Applicants claim that TERC found hVs transminaion rates to HG&E to
be below hVs cost of service for transmission. Response of 17. The
FERC's decision, which was based on the rolled in cost of NU's
transmission facilities, is the subject of a pending appeal filed by HG&E on
the ground (in part) that no evidence of - hVs rolled.on costs was
introduced on the record by any party to the proceeding. City of Holvoke -
Gas & Elee. Dept. v. FERC, Case No. 901565 (D.C.Cir., filed Nov. 26,

1990) (oral argument :;heduled for Oct. 25, 1991).
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ff the transfer of PSN!!'s Seabrook interest is approved, there can be no

doubt that the proposed transfer is 'significant* and bears a strong nexus

to the likely expansion of NU's anticornpetitive actions against ilG&E.

H. %c Commission may Not Abdicate ita Authority to the FERC and
SEC to Review the Antitrust Issues of the Nuclear Licenne 'Itansfer

Applicants urge that this Commluion surrender its responsibility and

authority to review the antitrust issues of the proposed license transfer to

other federal agencies, principally the Federal Energy Regulatory

Commiasion (TERC') and the Securities and Eschange Commission ('SEC*),

Response at 19 29. Applicants, however, ignore the clear directive of

Section 10$c of the AEA, which prescribes that when there is a significant

change in the licensee's proposed activities, the Commission "shall make a

finding as to whether the activities under the license would create or

maintain a situation inconsistent with the antitrust laws' specified in
/ Section 105a of the AEA. Although the Commluion may in its

investigation rely upon the factual record developed by another agency,

the statute does not allow the Commission to delegate to another agency

the Commission's responsibility to analyze the information presented and to

render a finding.

Moreover, as the Court of Appeals emphasized in , Alabama Power, the

Commission's review of antitrust issues is far broader in scope than the

traditional antitrust analysis undertaken by FERC and other federal

ager es:

he NRC is to look only for * reasonable probabihty' of
violation his command may result in the conditioning of licenses in
anticipation of situations which would not, if left to fruition, in fact
violate any antitrust law. But Congress intended this broad inquiry
to prevent infringement on the antitrust laws in the naclear power
field.

|
|

. . . - . . , .--. . _ . .
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We also not that the oint Committee Report did not limit the
NRC's inquiry to probable contravention of the antitrust laws, but
included *or the policies clearly underlying these laws.* Here again |a
a traditional antitrust enforcement scheme is not envisioned and a ;u
wider one is put in place.

692 F.2d at 1368 (emphasis added). Although the Commission may rely

upon the record developed at the FERC, it ultimately must reach its own.

1

conclusions applying the broader legal standard prescribed by the AEA. |

DL Applicants' Transmiasion Proposal Will leave HG&E Without Right to
!Meaningful Tr==niasion Access to its largest Supplier

hVs response that HG&E can bid for transmission capacity under

NU's *New Hampshire Corridor Plan * (Response at 25 27)is no solution at

all to thu anticompetitive problems created by the proposed transfer and

merger. Under hVs New Hampshire Corridor Proposal, HGkE's right to

continue using PSNH transmission capacity to purchase 12.2 mW of power

from Pt. Lepreau in Cenada would be terminated after October 1994,
/

thereby depriving HG&E of access to its largest supplier. Although hT

claims that 400 mW of transmission capacity would be rnade available to

replace this lost transmission capacity, the fact is that one half of any

available capacity (200 mW) is already allocated to another utility, New

England Power ("NEP"). Since NU proposes to allocate the remaining 200

mW on the basis of each utility's share of regional peak load, HG&E's

share of guaranteed transmission capacity could be as low as 1 mW. This

would make it virtually impossible for HG&E to continue purchasing needed

low-cost power from Pt. Lepreau or elsewhere in Canada or Maine. The

s.in_e, na nn behind this scheme is hVs need to cut off competition toi

sales of excess power, which will arise if the transfer , application is

approved.

,
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Likewise. NU's claim that HG&E can purchase "brokered* transmission |
1

capacity from winning bidders is hollow. Since many other uttilties 1

i

likewise will be short of transmission capacity, allowing them to resell ]

their limited capacity at even higher prices offers little benefit. Nor are

sales by NEP likely to be of much help. If NEP, the only utility likely to

receive a sizeable entitlement of hT transmission capacity, offered its

entire 200 mW entitlement for sale to other utilities based upon each

utility's share of regional peak load, HG&E's transmission rights would

increase to a negligible 2 mW, an amount so small as to force HG&E to

replace its Pt. Lepreau power with power from hT.
,

Moreover, the restrictions placed on the 200 mW NU plans to * offer'
,

are onerous and make it unlikely that this offer will in reality provide

much assistance to HG&E. For example, although the offer clairns to

extend up to thirty years, the restrictions imposed by hT effectively limit
/

the duration of its transtnission " offer * to less than ten years (e.g.,

utilities requesting service beyond the year 2000 are obligated to pay on a

pro rata basis for construction of new transmission lines, whether or not

the requesting utility would ever' need or use those new lines).

Thereafter HG&E and other utilities in New England will be entirely at

the mercy of hT which will control virtually all transmission capacity from

Canada and Mr.ine to southern New England.

Finally, hVs contention that HG&E can ahare in t1,e construction of

new transmission lines is specious, hVs plan commits it to do nothing

more than use their *best efforts * to support new lines and to prepare

studies if a majority of NEPOOL members request such a study. This

leaves too much discretion in hVs hands. What is particularly unsettimg

_ _ _ . - .
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is that NU and NEP reserve for themselves rights to 50% of the capacity

on any new transmission line. While utilities which purchase longer tenn

capacity from hT will be required to pay much of the cost of any new

lines (without necessarily obtaining any increase in entitlement), NU and

NEP will * roll.in' their t, hare of the costs into the total average

transmission costo charged for all other transmission services. This will

likely result in utilities who have already contributed directly to the cost

of the new transmission line also paying part of NU's share through higher

rates on other transmission services. Moreover, as recent decisions

rejecting transmission line construction in Maine and elsewhere in New

England demonstrate, it is uncertain when (and if) additional high voltage

transmission lines wlil be approved in region. In short, the only

guaranteed transmission capacity which liG&E can count on under the NU

plan is approximately 1 mW of capacity, and even that is for a limited
/

number of years.2/

Conclualon

Wherefore, for the reasons stated herein and in IIG&E's Comments,

liG&E respectfully requests that the Commission find that the proposed

license transfer constitutes a 'significant change" in the licensee's

activities and, following formal review by the Attorney General and a

2/ As this debate shows, the bHCP is a comptes document, drafted by
hT and NEP, which providas many ' escapes * and ambiguities which hT can
use to avoid providing meaningful transmission access. Moreover, the
F'ERC AlJ recommended changes to the NHCP which bT is now opposing
before the IIRC, if nothing else, the debate over the meaning and
usefulness of the NIICP demonstrates the need for this Commission to
investigate (either by using the ITRC record or through its own hearings)
the impact of the NiiCP in relation to the anticompetitive uengers that
would be created by tra:.tfer of the Seabrook license and the merger,

,

r-4 r- . , . -
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hearing into the antitrust issues raised by the propor.ed transler, deny the

proposed transfer or, in the alternative, impone on the grant of the

transfer the conditions stated on pages 910 of HG&E's Comments.

Respec fully submitted,
,

. . I;O
David J. Ila /%,',

Steven R. A iles

Arent, Fox, Kintner, Plotkin & Kahn
1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036 6339
(202) 657 6089

Attorneys for the City of Ilolyoke
Gas & Electric Department

ec: Gordon Edison, Senior Project Manager, Project Directorate 13,
Division of Reactor Projects.1/II, NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation

Joseph Rutberg, NRC Deputy Assistant General Counsel
Thomas T. Martin, NRC Regional Administrator Region I
George L. Iv?rson, Director, Office c,f Emergency Management

/ Noel Dudley, NRC Senior Resident inspector
Ted C. Feigenbaum, President nr.d Chief Executive Officer,

New Hampshire Yankee Dmaion of PSNH
John A. Ritscher, Esq.
NRC Document Control Desk
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